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In this note three sets of complex valued functions with pointwise addition 
and a Riemann Stieltjes convolution product are considered. The functions 
considered are discrete analytic functions, sequences, and continuous functions 
of bounded variation defined on the nonnegative real numbers. Each forms 
a commutative algebra with identity. The discrete analytic functions form 
a principal ideal ring with five maximal ideals, nine prime ideals, and is essen- 
tially a direct sum of four discrete valuation rings. The ring of sequences is 
isomorphic to an ideal of the ring of discrete analytic functions; it has two 
maximal and three prime ideals. Both contain divisors of zero. The units, 
associates, irreducible elements and primes in these two rings are described. 
The results are used to study the continuous functions; partial results are 
obtained concerning units and divisors of zero. The product satisfies a con- 
volution theorem. 
A lattice function f has domain the Gaussian integers and range the 
complex numbers and is discrete analytic on a square 
Sz={x,x+ l,z+ 1 +i,z+i) 
in the lattice if sS f(x) dx = 0, w ere h 
the square: This & equivalent to 
f is extended linearly on the edges of 
[f(x + 1 + 4 -f(z)]/[l + i] = [f(z + i) -f(z + l)]/[i - I]. 
The product considered is 
f *’ A4 = i [f@ - tk> + f@ - LJI r&J - &k-W + f(4 g(O) 
k=l 
* Part of these results were presented to the Society, January, 1970. 
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where 0 = t s , t r ,..., t, = z, 1 t, - t,-, j = 1, is any chain of lattice points 
from 0 to z for which the sum is defined. The sequences are restrictions of 
the discrete analytic functions to the nonnegative integers with the same 
product. For the continuous functions, the product is 
f *‘a = /:.f(x - 4 434 +f(4m. 
The study of discrete analytic functions was begun by Ferrand [l] and 
Isaacs [2]. It has been shown that discrete analytic functions have many 
properties analogous to those of analytic functions, e.g., they satisfy Cauchy 
Riemann equations, a maximum modulus principle, derivative and anti- 
derivative functions are discrete analytic; they satisfy analogs of Cauchy’s 
theorem, Morera’s theorem, and a Cauchy representation theorem [l-5]. 
The pointwise sum of two discrete analytic functions is discrete analytic but 
the pointwise product may not be. Duffin and Duris [4] defined three con- 
volution products for discrete analytic functions, one of which is the product 
f *’ g defined above. If f and g are discrete analytic in a rectangular region 
containing the origin, the convolution products are single valued, discrete 
analytic, associative and commutative in this region [3, pp. 342-344; 4, 205- 
2061. Hayabara [6] and Deeter and Lord [7] have studied the ring A(R) of 
functions discrete analytic in the first quadrant R with * and *’ products 
respectively. They show A(R) can be embedded in a quotient structure of 
operators and derive properties of functions and operators. The structure 
of a ring of discrete analytic functions with a convolution product has not 
been determined. 
The lattice of Gaussian integers will be denoted by L, the natural numbers 
by N, the complex numbers by @. It follows from the definition of a discrete 
analytic function that the lattice function f (z) = z and all constant functions 
are discrete analytic on L. The values of a lattice function f at any three 
points of a square in L can be assigned and the fourth value determined so 
that f is discrete analytic on the square. Thus any choice of values f (2) on 
the axes defines a unique function discrete analytic on L. A will denote the 
set of functions discrete analytic on L. 
For f c A, define 
for 
for 
A/l(f) = n E N if f(m) + f(m - 1) = 0 
l<mcn and f(n) + f  (n - 1) # 0, 
N,(f) = neN if f(mi) + f  ((m - 1) ;) = 0 
1 <m<n and f(4 + f((n - 1) i) # 0, 
f&(f) = n E N if f(- m) +f(- m + 1) = 0 
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1 :<m<n and f(- n) +f(- n + 1) # 0, 
N4(f) = n E 1V if f(- mi) +f((- m + 1) i) = 0 
for 
I<m<n and f(- n;) +f((- ?z + 1) i) f 0. 
Let 
A, = {fE A: Nj(f) is not defined for 1 < j < 4) 
and 
Aj = (f G A: Nj(f) is defined and Nk(f) is not defined for k #:j}, 
1 <j 6 4. A useful relation is that if f and g are elements of A and iVj( f), 
N,(g) are defined for some j, 1 <j < 4, then 
Ndf *’ 8 = Ni(f) + N,(g) - 1 
[7, pp. 96-981. 
If x = m + in, define 
m + n is an even integer 
m + n is an odd integer. 
The lattice function y is discrete analytic on L and belongs to A, . If fE A 
and x is any lattice point, then (y *‘f) (z) =f(O) y(x). Thus y is a divisor 
of zero and if fE A and f(0) = 0, then f is a divisor of zero. If f E A and 
f (0) # 0, then f divides y because (lif(0)) y *'f = y. 
From the properties of y, it follows that A, is {b(z): tz E C’}, the ideal in A 
generated by y. The sets Aj u A, are ideals for 1 <:j < 4 and if f E A then 
f = fi + fi + f3 + f4 wherefj E Aj v A,, . The ring AlAo is the direct sum 
of the four rings (Aj u A,)/A, , 1 <j < 4. 
Let E denote A/A,, and Ej denote (Aj u A,)/A, . The upit, associate, 
irreducible and prime elements of A, u A, will be characterized and from 
these the corresponding elements in El , E and A will be described. The 
following definitions will be used [lo]. Let R denote a commutative ring 
with identity. The zero element is excluded from consideration. b divides a 
if there is c E R such that bc = a. The units of R are those elements which are 
divisors of 1. If a = be and e is a unit then a and b are associates. An element (I 
is irreducible if it is not a unit and every divisor is a unit or associate. An 
element CI is prime if a divides bc implies a divides b or a divides c. 
The identity of A, u A, is the function 
if z=mcN 
if z = 0, - m, mi, or - mi for m E N. 
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PROPOSITION 1. If f ,  h E A, , h(0) = 0 if f  (0) = 0, and N,(h) 3 NI( f) 
then there is g E A, such that h = f  *‘g and N,(g) = N,(h) - NI( f) + 1. 
I f  f  (0) # 0 and h(0) # 0 then g(0) # 0. 
Proof. Let f ,  h have the stated properties, N,(f) = m, and define g E A, 
by 
g(o) = 1:(0,9;(0; 
if f(o) = ’ 
if f  (0) # 0 
and for R 3 m, 
g(k - m + 1) = (2h(k) - Y (4 g(O) 
- x [f(k - n) +f(k - n + 111 [g(n) - g(n - 111) 
x (l/[f(m - 1) +f(m)l> +A@-- 4. 
Then f  *’ g(k) = h(k) for k 2 m and for k < m, 
f  *’ g(k) = f  (k) g(0) = (- 1)” f  (0) g(0) = (- 1)” h(0) = h(k). 
COROLLARY 1. If f  and g are elements of A, u A, , then 
(i) f  is a unit in A, u A,, if and only if f  (0) # 0 and NI( f) = 1; 
(ii) f  and g are associate elements in A, LJ A, ;f  and only ; f f  (0) and g(0) 
are both zero or not zero and NI( f) = N,(g) or both are not defined (aZZ non- 
zero elements of A, are associates); 
(iii) f  is irreducibze in A, u A,, if and only if f  (0) # 0 and NI( f) = 2 
orf(0) =OandN,(f) = 1; 
(iv) zfN,(g) = n 3 2 andf is any irreducible function such that f  (0) # 0 
then g =f *‘n-l *’ u, where u is a unit in A, u A, or an irreducible element 
depending on whether g(0) # 0 or g(0) = 0, if N,(g) is not deJined then g = g(0) 
y  E A,, and y  is not irreducible nor can y  be expressed as a product of irreducible 
factors; and 
(v) if f  E A, then f  s’s prime in A, v A,, if and only if f  is irreducible in 
A, v A,,; all nonzero elements of A, are prime in A, v  A,, . 
Since Nj(f + ky) = Nj( f) for f  6 A, Nj( ji) may be defined as Ni( f) 
forfEE. 
The factor ring E1 is an integral domain because if f ,  g E A, u A, and 
f  *’ g E A, then f E A,, or g E A,; if both were in A, then Nl(f *’ g) would be 
defined and f  *’ g E A, . An element f  E E, is a unit if and only if Nr( f) = 1, 
f  and g are associates if and only if Nr( f) = N,(g), f  is irreducible and prime 
if and only if Nr( f) = 2, and if N,(g) = n 3 2 and f  is irreducible then 
g =f *‘n-1 *’ u, where u is a unit in E1 . 
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Let f = (ft , fi ,fa ,f4) be an element of E where fi E Ej . The following 
statements follow from E being the direct sum E1 + E2 + E, + EJ: 
f is a unit in E if and only iff, is a unit in E, for 1 <j f< 4; 
f and g are associates in E if and only if f, and gj are associates in Ej or 
f, =gj =O for 1 -<j<4; 
f is irreducible in E if and only if f,< is irreducible in Ek for one k, fj 
is a unit in Ej for j # k, 1 <j < 4; 
f is prime in E if and only if f is irreducible in E or fk = 0 for one k, 
fjisaunitinEjforj#k, 1 :<j<4; 
if g E E and g, f 0 then 
where the fj are any irreducible elements of E which are not associates, u is a 
unit, and nk = N,(g) - 1; and 
if g E E and g, = 0 for some k then g, cannot be expressed as a product 
of irreducible elements. 
A simple argument will show f is a unit in A if and only iff is a unit in E 
and f(0) # 0; f and g are associates in A if and only if J and g are associates 
in E, and f(0) and g(0) are both zero or not zero; if f (0) f 0 then f is irre- 
ducible (prime) in A if and only if f is irreducible (prime) in E. These and 
the above results prove Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 1. If .f and g are elements of A, then 
(i) f is a unit $7 f (0) # 0 and Nj( f) = 1 for 1 < j ,< 4; 
(ii) f  and g are associates zff f  (0) and g(0) are both zero or not and 
Nj( f) = N,(g) or N3( f) and N,(g) are not defined, 1 < j ,< 4; 
(iii) f  is irreducible z# f  (0) # 0 and Nk( f) = 2 .for one k, Nj( f) = 1 
forj#k,1,<j~4orf(O)=OandN,(f)=lfor1~j~44; 
(iv) f  is prime ifJ f  is irreducible or f  (0) # 0 and Nk( f) not defined for 
one k, Nj(f) = 1 for j # R, 1 < j < 4; and 
(v) if N,(g) is defined for 1 <j < 4 and fi , fi , f3 , f4 are irreducible 
functions in A such that 
Nj(fk)=[; ;:;;: for1 <j,k,<4, 
and q = N,(g) - 1 then 
g =f;‘“‘*ff2*‘% *lf3*‘% *ff:‘*4 *‘u, 
where u is a unit or u is irreducible ifg(0) # 0 or g(0) = 0 respectively. 
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(vi) If N,(g) is not defined for some j, then g cannot be expressed as a 
product of irreducible elements of A. 
PROPOSITION 2. The integral domain Ej is a discrete valuation ring. 
Proof. The function v(f) = N,(f) - 1 on Ej - (0) can be extended to 
a discrete valuation on its field of fractions, such that Ej is the valuation 
ring of v. 
Since Ej is a discrete valuation ring, it is a Noetherian domain with one 
maximal ideal, M = {J: v( f ) 3 l}. Every ideal is principal and is generated 
by Pn, n E N, where B is any irreducible element of Ei . The prime ideals 
are (jY) and (0) [8, p. 941. 
PROPOSITION 3. The ring E is a principal ideal ring with four maximal ideals 
and eight prime ideals. 
THEOREM 2. The ring (A, +, *‘) is a principal ideal ring with jke maximal 
ideals generated by five nonassociate irreducible elements and nine prime ideals 
generated by nine nonassociate prime elements. 
Proof. If I is an ideal in A and h EI such that h(0) # 0 then 
y(z) = (l/h(O))r*‘hEI 
which implies A, C I. Therefore I C (.s) the maximal ideal generated by z or 
I = {~:JE (h), an ideal in E}. In the latter case, I = (h) where h E h and 
h(0) # 0. If {0} f I C (z) then I = (h) where 
h=ifk and fk=f*'lk, Nk( f) = min{l\r,(g): g E 11 
k=l 
if defined, otherwise f  = 0. The maximal ideals are the four corresponding 
to those in E plus (2). If IC (2) then I = (x) or I is not prime because if 
I # (x), z 6 I and y $ I but y *’ x = 0 E I. The prime ideals are (x) and the 
eight corresponding to those in E. 
Let (8, , +, *‘) denote the set of all complex sequences defined on 
(0, l/n, 2/n,...} with pointwise addition and *’ product. For f  E A,, u A, , 
m a nonnegative integer, define (pf (m/n) = f  (m), then v is an isomorphism 
from A, U A, onto S, . (8, , +, * ‘) is a commutative algebra with divisors 
of zero; the units, associate, irreducible, and prime elements are characterized 
in Corollary 1. The argument used above will show S, is a principal ideal 
ring with two maximal ideals (z) and (f) where Ni( f) = 2 and f  (0) # 0. 
v(A,) is also a prime ideal in S, . 
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The product in (S,, , A-, *‘) can be generalized to a Riemann Stieltjes 
integral product on the set R of continuous functions of bounded variation 
defined on the nonnegative real numbers. For f and g elements of B, let + 
denote pointwise addition and 
As Duffin and Duris [4] observe, the *’ product satisfies a convolution 
theorem with respect to McLachlan’s definition of the Laplace transform of 
F(t) [9]. It is f(s) = s Jr f?F(t) dt w h ere s > 0, which is s times the usual 
definition. IfF, G, G’ are Riemann integrable on [0, t], G is continuous, and 
F, G, G’, and $, F(t - r) G’(r) dr h ave exponential order as t + co then 
f(s) g(s) = s 1: e-st(F *’ G) dt. 
THEOREM 3. (B, +, *‘) is a commutative algebra with identity. 
The proof is straightforward. The identity is the constant function 1. 
The commutativity and associativity of multiplication follow from these 
properties in S, and the following lemma. 
LEMMA 1. If f, g E B and A = m/n is a nonnegative rational number then 
fnk *‘c&k converges to f t’ g uniformly on 
[O, A] n {s/n: s nonnegative integer} 
as k increases. 
The proof is based on the continuity off and bounded variation of g on 
LO, Al. 
For f E S,, or f E B, f (0) # 0, f (0) + f (l/n) # 0, A = m/n, let 
L(f) = I U(f (0) +f (W)I max({lf((s-11)/n)-f((s+l)/n)l: 1 <s,<m-lf 
u {lf((s - 1)/n) -f(s/n)l: 1 < s < 4) 
and 
J%z(f) = 2 I f(O) - fWl If69 If@) +fU/n)l + iSa 
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LEMMA 2. Iffn and g, are elements of S, and fn t’ g, = 1, A = m/n, 
then 
(9 I gnUin) - g,(O)1 = JGCfJ - 2 I g@)l , 
(ii> I g&/4 - gn((s - l)/n)l < Ufn) L(fn) + lF2 Wdfn), for 
2<s<m 
(iii> 2 I g&/n> - As - lM)l < K(fJ [L(fn) + II,-l. 
8x1 
Th e proof follows from the definition of fn *’ g, . 
LEMMA 3. Let f  E B andf,(s/n) = f  (s/n). I f f  (0) # 0 then there is n(f) E N 
such that f,, has an inverse g, for n 3 n( f  ). If f  satisfies a Lipschitz condition 
on [0, h] for h E N, then there are positive constants K and Q such that for 
n 3 n(f), 
and 
f I g&/n) - g& - 1)h)l < K 
Y=l 
I &in) - g,((s - l)/n>l < Q/n for 1 d s G nh. 
Proof. From f  (0) # 0 and f  continuous, it follows that there exists n(f) 
such that 3 j f(O)/ > 1 f  (0) + f  (l/n)1 > f(O)1 > 0 for n > n(f) so that fn 
has an inverse g, in S, and A&(f) < 4/l f(O)] . If f  is Lipschitz on [0, h], then 
I f  (4 - f  WI < P I x - Y I for every x, Y E 10, hl and for 11 >, n(f), 
0 <L(f) < 2pln If @)I = rr/n where Q = 2pll f@>l . If n 3 Nf ), 
$lgn(+g,(yg/ < wdf) EL(f) + lPh < Mn(f) (2 + qnh 
< (4/l f  (O)l) eeh = K 
I b&/n) - MS - l)/n)l < L(f) L%(f) + W2 M,(f) 
< -L(f) K < nK/n = QIn 
for 2 < s < nh, and 
THEOREM 4. I f  f  E B, f  (0) # 0 and f  satisfies a Lipschitz condition on 
every interval [0, h], then f  is a unit in B. 
Proof. By Lemma 3, there is n(f) E N such that if n > n(f), g, the 
inverse of fn is defined. Define G, to be the linear extension of g, to [0, co) 
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and define v(k) = 2%(f) for k E N. From Lemma 3, for 12 E rzi there are 
positive numbers K and Q such that if n 2 I, then 
for 1 < s ,< nh. The variation of G, on [0, h], V(G,; 0, h) < K and 
I G?a@)l G (1/lf(0)l) + k’ for x E [0, h] and n > n(f). 
Let x,y E [0, h], E > 0 and ZE N such that Q/v(l) < E. If 
then for k > Z, 
(s - l)‘yq) e x KY < +?$), 
I G,L&) - %d~)l < ~“-V&JW < 6 
and for k < 1, 
I Gmd4 - Gmd~)l <Q I x -Y I < QMU < E 
since the absolute value of the slope of G+,ck) is less than Q on each interval 
[(t - 1)/p(k), t/p(k)], 1 < t < v(k) h. Therefore {GVtk)} is a family of func- 
tions equicontinuous and bounded at each x E [0, CO). By Ascoli’s Theorem 
there is a subsequence (G,(,J} which converges pointwise to a continuous 
function g, convergence uniform on compact sets. From Y(G,,,(,,; 0, h) < K 
for each k E N, follows V(g; 0, h) < K and g E B. 
Let Y be a rational number, Y E [0, h]. Since f is uniformly continuous on 
[0, h] there exists m such that if r = s/m and P is the partition 
then 
(tj: tj = j/m, 0 <j < s}, 
j S,lf (y - t) 4? - g1 9[f (y - +I + f (y - tdl r&d - &?-Al j 
G g1 1 y-, (f (y - t> - B[f (y - 4) + fk - hl> 4Tw 1 
< i + qg; tj-1 , tj) < E. 
j=l 
The same statement is true if g is replaced by G+ck) for any k E N. Since 
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G9tk) converges to g, the two sums will differ by less than E for k large. The 
result is 
and 
If +’ g(r) - f *’ Gm(r)l < 3~ 
If *’ Gm(y) - fm *’ gdr)l < E 
for k sufficiently large. Thus f *‘g(r) = 1 and f *'g = 1. 
It is not known whether every unit in B satisfies a Lipschitz condition 
on [0, h] for every h E N. Also it is not known whether B contains divisors of 
zero but the following results were obtained. If f *’ g = 0, g(0) = 0, and g is 
monotone but not zero, thenf = 0. If f *’ g = 0, g(0) = 0, and g’ is continu- 
ous, then f = 0 or g = 0. The proof uses Titchmarsh’s theorem. 
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